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Goals for today

Gate Barriers

Policy proposals and mechanisms
Identification and discussion of “gate” barriers

Discussion of different types of policy long term / short term

Your barrier proposals proposals

Feed-in tariffs

RPS

Market uncertainty

Premium Markets

Voluntary or Compliance based

Influence of Carbon Tax, Cap and Invest, Cap and Trade
Next Steps – SB 334 AC

“...The committee shall make recommendations to the department:

(a) Regarding the identification and removal of barriers to producing and utilizing biogas and renewable natural gas in this state as a means toward providing the greatest feasible reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and improvements in air quality;

(b) On establishing policies to promote renewable natural gas; and

(c) On any other matters related to this section, as requested by the department.”
Pipeline Access

Transportation Fuel Infrastructure

Market Size, Orientation (transportation or stationary), and short term stability
Ideas

Feed in tariffs

How to overcome initial market uncertainty

Premium Markets

Cap and Invest
Questions
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